A SURVEY OF MATH IN THE NEWS

“Math modeling solves mysteries about how seashells take shape”**SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN**

“Topological origin of equatorial waves”**SCIENCE**

“Our fascination with symmetry”**WIRED**

“Maryam Mirzakhani (1977–2017)”**NATURE**

“New prime number discovered”**NEW SCIENTIST**

“Robert P. Langlands is awarded the Abel Prize, a top math honor”**THE NEW YORK TIMES**

“Meet the math professor who’s fighting gerrymandering with geometry”**THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION**

“Dr. Christine Darden: ‘Hidden Figures’ mathematician”**WTVR CBS 6**

“Unraveling DNA with rational tangles”**PBS INFINITE SERIES**

“How reading novels in math class can strengthen student engagement”**KQED NEWS**

“NCAA tournament: How mathematicians use models to beat (or at least improve) the odds”**USA TODAY**
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